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Review No. 56620 - Published 25 Aug 2005

Details of Visit:

Author: Adama
Location 2: Bury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 25 August 2005 1800
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: World Famous Babes 2
Website: http://www.worldfamousbabes.com
Phone: 01617977901

The Premises:

World Famous Babes in Bury. One of the more well equipped sites in Greater Manchester with a
proper alcoholic bar and lounge area downstairs/ free newspapers (although no broadsheets) and
lads mags on offer. Also a large widescreen TV downstairs
The rooms are very clean although quite small and the have a "one-fits-all" speaker system which
cannot be changed or adjusted to suit the clients' mood as with some other places in the city. All-in-
all a healthy 7 out of 10 for the facilities and rooms

The Lady:

Beautiful petite body. Well toned and firm throughout. Pretty face though not classically beautiful.
Evidence of under the surface agression and some negative attitude coming through. There is a
certain coldness in the face whilst not taking away from her prettiness shows something less
desirable beneath.

The Story:

To start with the positives. The oral without was amongst the best I have had though not quite top
10. Technique was great although a little more lubrication and spit would have gone down a treat.
No eye contact/ seductive looks or smiles whatever during the prolonged oral engagement though
still a good solid pass nonetheless (B+)

Her delicious physique (unaltered) made sex a real pleasure though there was no kissing at all (not
even a peck), her eyes remained closed throughout and she was basically just lying there.

Her attitude generally was indifferent and definitely not at all friendly which in my experienced view
is par for the course for many of the girls at WFB. Above average looks but no GFE to be seen at
this place.

So, great oral, great body, indifferent sex and conversation, above average prices. I'll give this
encounter a 6 out of 10. There's a lot better out there but I've had worse.

Service Provider's Rebuttal
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Bethany writes, "This "gentleman" was rude to both the girls and receptionist on arrival, totally
blanking the girls as they went to say hello. Unhappy that he had to wait on arrival, but it was
explained to him that members take priority on bookings and the time could be subject to a 10 - 15
minuite wait. It was clear from the moment I took him upstairs that he was going to be difficult to
please. Lack of conversation on my part was due to one word answers to any questions that usually
make up general light hearted conversation. Oral was "prolonged" because the gentleman said he
liked it and I dont like to rush clients. How can I be just "lying there" when as stated sex was in
many positions???? It is clearly stated both on the phone and internet that I do not do GFE - so
thats why there was no kissing. The gentlmen unfortunatley failed to maintain any sort of erection
for very long (and I assure you that was not my fault, nobody else has a problem with me) and 5
min over the hour, asked me to "finish him off quick by hand for a tenner". I am neither rude or cold
towards clients quite the opposite really, but when the client is clearly determined to waste his
money and make the booking totally miserable for himself and me you cant help but to take a
dislike. None of the other reports on this site about myself uphold his statments."
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